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PREFACE 

nonly in this century has leisure time become something more than the 

Sabbath day and a few drowsy moments before sleep. There has come about a 

basic change in living patterns brought about by the shrinkage of the work 

day with technological increase of productlon per man-hour and the shift 

1 from a rural to an urban society." But, despite the change in patterns, 

for large numbers of people most of life is drab, discouraging, harnessed 

to material things, and devoid of joy or satisfactions. Because this is 

so, there is need for people to create their own inner world where they can 

truly live during their leisure hours. Among the needs for real living are ·: 

"Beauty, knowledge, and ideals,; books, pictures, and music,; song, dance, and 

gamesj travel, adventure, and romancej friends, companionship and the ex

change of minds.rr2 As Harry A. Overstreet has expressed it, "The man who 

plants his garden or plays his violin or swings lustily over the hills or 

talks ideas with his friends is already, even, though in small degree, in-

vesting life with the qualities that transform it into the delightful and 

adventurous experience it ought to be. 113 

To provide for the delightful and adventurous experience and to afford 

a refreshing contrast to responsibility and routine, I submit mY design for 

"A PLEASURE PIER FOR GALVESTON, TEXAs.·rr 

-~--~--~-~~-~--~-----~----~--~--~--~-~--~-----~-------~-----~----------~--~ 

1. J. B. Nash, Philosophy of Recreation and Leisure, (St. Louis, 1953), 
p. 9. 

2. G. D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation, (New York, 1949), 
P• 8. 

3. Ibid. 
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Definition 

CHAPTER· I 

HISTORICAL INTRODUCTION 

To be sure there could be no complete definition of a "Pleasure Piern 

by which all men could be satisfied. On the other hand it could simply be 

defined as a structure attached or unattached to a beach for the purpose of 

exploiting all of the natural attractions that the beach affords as well as 

others for the purpose of recreation. In this case the project includes 

dining, shopping, and spectator sports. 

History of Recreation 

"Si~ce earliest times recreation, like work, love, and worship, has 

been a form of human activity. Festivals, dances, games, and music have 

always been a part of life, although at times they have been looked upon 

with disapproval by certain groups .• nl 

Ancient: "Ancient Persia was one of the first historically recorded 

civilizations deliberately and in planned fashion to use play and recreation

al activities for the military good of the state. 112 

Ancient Greek civilization with their Hfair mind, fair body" philosophy 

also used play and recreational activities to accomplish rather clearly de

fined societal ends. The Romans also directed much attention to the play of 

children and adolescents with the desired end more in keeping with a "war 

readiness" philosophy.3 Excavations in the ruins of ancient Egypt and 

1. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation, (New York, 1949), p. 9. 

2. F. G. Robbins, The Sociology of Play, Recreation and Leisure Time, p. 8. 

3. Ibid. 
-1;... 
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Babylonia revealed toys such as dolls, tops, rattles, and various other 

trinkets of potte~ and metal, showing that the youngsters of that age were 

no different than ours. The adults engaged in a more artistic effort. 1 

Medieval: During this period when the classes were at odds with each 

other, large community gatherings were virtually nonexistent and certainly 

no community facilities were available. The classes were separated in 

leisure as much as in work, the nobility indulging in their private practice 

of chivalry while the peasants worked and played together in the fields, in 

the ·village streets, and at the waters edge. 

An example of typical community recreation was the horse fair held 

eve~ Friday on a smooth .field near St. Bartholomew's near London. Crowds 

from the city including some nobles flocked there to see the display of 

horseflesh. Various races were run on these occasions with stable boys 

doing the riding. 

On afternoons, many of the young clerics and tradesmen would go out on 

this field to play ball. During the summer on the afternoons of holy days, 

there were field sports; jumping, . stone throwing, javelin hurling, wrestling, 

and archery. On moonlight nights, groups of girls would hold caroles or 

dancing on this same smooth field. 2 

Modern: "During the past few decades ••••• recreation in its various 

forms has expanded to an unprecedented degree. Large areas have been set 

aside for recreational use; facilities for a wide range of recreational 

1. E. D. Mitchell, The Theory of Play, (New York, 1948), p. 11-12. 

2. Urban T. Holmes, Jr., Daily Living In the Twelfth Century, (Madison, 
1952), p. 28. . 
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activities have been developed; new forms of recreation have been devised; . 

a new profession of recreational leadership has arisen.rr1 

Organized and'planned recreational areas or provisions probably began 

with the park movement, with New York City having the first park development. 

Recreation fields, water sports and playgrounds were practically unheard of. 

The change in the use of the parks coincided with the rise and development 

of the movement for organized athletics, sports, and gymnastics. 

The first organized expression of interest was the outdoor gymnasium 

at Salem, Massachusetts Latin School in 1825. 2 

According to Rainwater, there have been seven stages through which the 

playground movement passed, "(1) the "sand garden", 1885-1895; (2) the "model 

playgroundn, 1895-1900,; (3) the "small park", 1900~190.5; (4) the "recreation 

centern, 190.5-1912; (5) the "civic art and welfare", 1912-1915; (6) "neighbor

hood organization", 1915-1918; (7) the "community service", 1918 on."3 

While some form of play has always existed, the present play movement 

is clearly a product of the 20th century. Today, .Play exists as a hiQhly 

organized institution which is being promoted and organized by the public. 

1. G. D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation, (New York, 1953), 
P· 9 • 

2. F. G. Robbins, The Sociology of Play, Recreation and Leisure Time, 
P· 9 · 

3. Butler, op. cit., p. 10. 
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CONSIDERATIONS 

Activities 

No example of architectural work could be designed well if the arch!-

teet did not first consider each facility and activity as a part in itself. 

Since the 'whole is the sum of its parts, each part must add up to its own 

requirements for the whole to be successful. Any project, regardless of 

its nature, can and should be designed with an aesthetic view in mind. All 

multi-facility projects should be a composite of many different beautifully 

designed pieces assembled with precision into a crisp but complex whole. 

For this reason, these are the considerations needed for the design of the 

following activities. 

Restaurants: rrThe definition of Restaurant might really be extended 

to .bring it under the broader concept of store. For after all, restaurants 

of every type and sub-type are strictly in the business of merchandising 

food.nl Since it is a selling operation, then it would have the same funda-

mental planning and design. The problems involved are: receipt, storage, 

processing, and delivery of the goods for sale, in this case cookery and 

drink items; then, the attraction, distribution, comfort and convenience 

of customers. 

As far as planning is concerned it might be said that all restaurants 

follow a general plan: entrance areas, dining areas, kitchen areas, and in 

this case again, bars and coctail lounges. 

-~-------~-----------------------------------------------------------------

1. F. W. Dodge Corp., Motels, Hotels, Restaurants, and Bars, (New York, 
1957), p. 151. 

-4-
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Seating variations are important and should be designed to be expand

ible or contractible in keeping with fluctuations of custom. 1 

Bars: Disclosure in this department is not advisable. Curtains should 

be the rule (nearly drawn at all times) and small windows on the public side. 

Still the front should express the essential nature and character of the 

operation with all possible inducements to make the customer enter. Intimacy 

and privacy are required, but there still should be a feeling of spacious-

ness. As in this case the bar should be set off from the dining area and 

food should be a subordinate service to liquor.2 

Kitchens: The key word in kitchens is efficiency and each piece of 

equipment and each area must be designed specifically for each function in 

order to have efficient operation. Generally speaking any kitchen can be 

broken down into four distinct areas: the receiving and storage area, the 

food preparati~n area, the pick-up area, and the dishwashing area. 

In selecting the equipment, materials, and finishes, many things must 

be chosen for cleanliness and hard wear, floors must be slip-proof, fire 

resisting materials must be used around the ranges as well as hoods, floors 

must be non-inflammable and well insulated by air space, and the kitchen and 

dining areas must be well ventilated, separately if possible.3 

With these factors in mind the designer must then consider the volume 

1. F. W. Dodge Corp., Motels, Hotels, Restaurants, and Bars, (New York, 
1957), p. 151. 

2. -Ibid.' pp. 158-9. 

3• Ibid., p. 173. 
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requirements of each piece of equipment and each workspace. The proprietor 

will certainly have his own ideas about space arrangements with which he 

will probably have had much experience. The designer can then decide how 

to insert economy into each feature of the design. 

Swimming Pools: 11Swimming is considered by many authorities as the 

finest all-round type of exercise, it also affords an excellent means of 

social activity. The operation of pools and beaches has become a major 

phase of municipal recreation service and one which demands intelligent 

planning in order that the people may realize to the fullest possible ex

tent the recreational possibilities of water sports program.n1 

The design features may be divided into the following considerations: 

location and arrangement of public services, sanitary requirements, and ade-

quate, well located equipment. The location might be governed largely by 

local conditions but within the facility the layout and arrangement must be 

made according to the needs of the public. Entrances and exits of the pool 

room in relation to dressing rooms, showers, and toilets must be such as to 

provide proper routing of bather. Coming from the dressing room a bather 

should be required to pass the toilets, and go through the shower room before 

arriving at the pool entrance. Separate entrances and exits should be pro-

vided for men and women, and there should be no connection between their 

quarters. The exits from the dressing rooms should come out into the shal-

low end of the pool. 

--~~--~~-~-~--~--~-----~-~--~--~--~~---~-~~-----~--~---------------~--------

1. G. D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation, (New York, 1949), 
P· 373 • 
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It goes without saying that proper location and ample room must be 

provided for filters, chlorine apparatus and other units. Off season pro-

tection in the case of outdoor pools, which is required during the major 

portion of the year, is important. Equipment, such as motors which might 

be damaged if exposed to possible flooding by high water or failure of sump 

pump, should be removed or elevated to a point where protection will be af

forded.1 

Games: The quiet game room where individuals can spend a social hour 

or an evening playing cards, chess, or checkers with their friends is one 

of the mos't popular and most informal rooms in the recreation center. This 

type of recreation coupled with the more active sports such as deck tennis, 

volley ball, and billiards should be included in the facilities of any 

pleasure center that caters to a wide variety of tastes. 

Dressing rooms: Bathho~ses to be used simultaneously by both men and 

women should have two parts, one for each sex, with screens placed at en-

trances and exits of dressing rooms to break line of sight. 

11Floors of all dressing rooms and locker rooms should .be of smooth 

finished material, impervious to moisture, with no open cracks or joints. 

All floors should have a pitch of about one fourth inch to the foot and 

should slope to a proper drain to permit washing down with a hose •.•••••• 

All furniture used in dressing rooms should be of simple character and 

of easily washable material. All lockers should be properly ventilated ••.• 

1. American Public Health Association, Design, Equipment and Operation of 
Swimming Pools and Other Public Bathing Places, (1957), p. 13. 
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All dressing rooms and appurtenances must be kept clean at all times. 

Foot tubs without proper disinfectant solution should be prohibited.rrl 

"Adequate shower bath facilities with hot and cold water should be pro-

vided for each sex at all artificial pools •••••• The minimum number of 

showers provided should be in the proportion of one for each forty bathers 

expected at time of maximum. load, in the case of continuous bathing."2 

"At public bathing beaches a sufficient number of showers should be 

provided to permit all bathers to rinse off sand and dirt before entering 

the dressing rooms. 

A foot trough with running water is desirable at entrances to outdoor 

pools and to beach bathhouses. At certain pools operated in conjunction with 

surf bathing, it has been found advisable to make a wading pool of the en-

trance passage with automatic or continuous flow showers overhead through 

which all bathers must pass on return to the bathhouses. n3 

Aquariums: The basic principal involved in fish keeping is the moving 

and control of large quantities of water which includes filterage, clarifi-

cation, temperature and chemical control, aeration, and storage. 

The limitation imposed by these requirements almost invariably results 

in making any large aquarium a collection of small tanks, each served by a 

circulation system that is isolated from the other systems.4 

1. American Public Health Association, Design, Equipment and Operation of 
Swimming Pools and Other Public Bathing Places, (1957), pp. 20-21. 

2. Ibid., p. 21. 

3. Ibid., pp. 53-54. 

4. Encyclopedia Brittanica 
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Aquarena: A main attraction at the ncomplete 11 beach resort is the 

aquarena. Here, any number of shows are presented to a gallery each day. 

These shows are made up of various tricks performed by trainable marine 

creatures, porpoise, dolphin, seal, .and even whales. This, of course, would 

be an attraction that would charge admission, for this would be a most ex

pensive feature to maintain. At feeding time the public might be admitted 

free of charge and at instances even a few volunteers from the gallery might 

be allowed to feed the animals. 

Services 

Parking Garages: The operators of parking garages, as represented by 

their national organization, the National Parking Association, emphasize 

crucial planning considerations. 

1. Does the building take into account the things that attract people to 

the surrounding ar.ea, the length of time that they stay, and the effect that 

the garage has on the area by its very existence? 

2. Does the planned method of operation fit the structure designed for it, 

take into account the costs of personnel and machinery, and make best dis

position of the prevailing type of parker? 

The available location, with its prevailing typical customer, pretty 

well fixes the type of operation that will be profitable and, to a degree, 

the type of structure that may be built. If the predominant customer is the 

commuter, the long term parker, circulation will be important."1 

1. 11Commercial Parking Garages", Architectural Forum, Nov., 1958, pp. 150-152. 
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Neither mechanical nor self service types have yet solved completely 

the fundamental problems of too many cars and too little space. 

Mechanical systems make efficient use of small space, but bog down when 

car-handling efficiency is most essential- at peak capacity. (Generally, a 

mechanical system handles one car per minute per elevator·.) 

Self-service systems, on the other hand, are more efficient at peak and 

less costly to build and maintain, but demand areas of scarce downtown real 

estate. 1 

Rental Department: At eve~ beach some equipment would most likely be 

offered to the pub_lic for rent either by the hour or by the day to cover 

maintenance of the objects. Since these articles are rather expensive to 

the single family or individual, their convenience makes swimming and sun

bathing more attractive. Such articles usually are surf floats, beach balls, 

beach chairs, umbrellas, and various sports equipment. 

Safety: A swimming instructor or other qualified attendant (lifeguard) 

should be on _duty at the poolside or beach at all times while such facilities 

are open to the public. The lifeguards, patrols, or attendants should be in 

full charge of ~athing and have authority to enforce all rules of safety and 

sanitation. Trained personnel should always be available to administer· first 

aid. 

Trends 

"Today, the leisure time problem has so forced itself upon the attention 
____ .,._,.. __ ... __ .,.~_,....__..,. __ ..,._. _______ .,.._ ..... ______ . _____ .,.. __ ..,... ____ .., _____ ._. ________ .... ______ .., ____ ..,. ___ _ 

1. "Mechanical Versus Ramps", Architectural Record, Sept. 1958, pp. 181-188 
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of every stratum of our society that all educators and social leaders are 

forced with the responsibility, not only for meeting the demands of the 

immediate situation, but also for exercising foresight in social planning 

for the refinement of future recreational standa~ds and for the improvement 

of recreational appreciations~ 111 

Today, man might have more leisure time, but this does not rectify the 

fact that he lives in a somewhat turbulent society which demands a faster 

pace from still more activities. With this in mind the designer feels that 

a greater variety of sports and leisure time accomodations is in keeping 

with the demands of society. It is only natural that the recreation center 

with the widest variety of adequate and attractive facilities would attract 

the largest clientele. With each new pleasure center still newer attractions 

are included in the design and with each new one that is added a new ellen~ 

tele is attracted. 

The popularity of water play, coupled with the problems involved in the 

operation of wading pools, has stimulated the development of playground 

shower facilities which attempts to approximate wading pool conditions un

der a shower. 

An unusual feature at Cabrillo Beach, Los Angeles, is a marine museum 

which contains a collection of interesting shells, fish, plant life, coral, 

birds, and other marine life of the Pacific Coast. 

At bathing beaches and to a lesser extent at swimming pools, there is 

a growing tendency to provide facilities for games such as badminton, volley 

ball, table tennis, paddle tennis, and shuffleboard, which have increased 

1. Elmer D. Mitchell, The Theory of Play, (New York, 1948), p. 7. 
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attendance and have proved very popular. Refreshment facilities are pro-

vided at most beaches and areas are set aside for picnicking. 

Of course, the more activities and facilities offered, the more custom-

ers, but to quote Dr. Austin Fox Riggs, nThe function of play is to balance 

life in relation to work, to afford a refreshing contrast to responsibility 

and routine, to keep alive the spirit of adventure and that sense of pro-

portion which prevents taking oneself and one's job too seriously, and thus 

to avert the premature death of youth and not infrequently the premature 

death of the man himself.rr1 This is probably the greatest reason why any-

one indulges in any kind of recreational activity. 

Examples 

The Watch Hill Beach Club, Watch Hill, Maryland. R. K. DuMoulin, 

Architect. 

Located in an area where three previous beach clubs had been destroyed 

by hurricanes, this architect has incorporated into his design as many of 

the necessary precautions that Lloyds of London has considered it a good 

risk. 

The architect proposed the following: 

1. Raise the level of the building above "normal" hurricane tides. 

2. Support it on piles driven deep into the sand. 

3. Use the structure of the building itself to stabilize the poles. 

4. Bulldoze a protective dune on the ocean side, plant it with grasses 

and shrubs to hold the sand. 

1. George D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation, (New York, 1949), 
p. 8. 
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5. Some portions of the building to be demounted or folded away to re

duce the area of surfaces subjected to hurricane winds. 

For the two portions - bath house and club house - the architect used 

two different types of plan and construction. The bath house was laid out 

so that small, cellular units would form long, rigid, honeycomb blocks run

ning perpendicular to the ocean front. Passages between blocks are closed 

at each end by ports or baffles that ca~ be folded back flat against the 

walls at hurricane warnings and in winter. Winds and waves can pass right 

through the building. 

The club house portion required larger, more open spaces and could not 

so readily be opened for passage of water through the building; hence the 

floor was carried at a higher leve1. 1 

Of course, this structure was built without benefit of a seawall, and 

the design would probably have to contend with tides of four or five feet 

·almost any year. However, the design features that consider hurricane winds 

are valuable on any coast and the steps that were taken were about the only 

ones that could be taken and still maintain the light economical structure. 

Public Bathhouse for Santa Monica Beach State Park, Welton Becket and 

Associates, Architects. (See Figure 1.) 

11First of four such public facilities which will be dotted at intervals 

along the city's shore, it has a canopy of thin shell concrete that ripples 

beachward over dressing rooms and a snack bar walled coolly and inexpensive

ly in ordinary concrete block. The project also includes a fenced playground 

1. "Beach Clubn, Architectural Forum, Sept., 1958, pp. 196-201. 
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with wall seats for watching mothers, a well-equipped, 11 junior muscle beach", 

for aspiring older children, barbecue picnic areas for families, and parking 

for an ev.entual two thousand cars. nl 

With the facilities offered it would seem that this project was designed 

primarily for families .· since there was no mention of beach equipment or game 

provisions that might attract the individual. However, this facility seems 

to offer the basic accomodations that exploit sunshine and fresh air and 

which is the primary reason for the existence of any beach facility. With

out the fanfare of any special or unusual attraction this project offers the 

most fundamental facilities that a beach recreation center can offer. 

A State-Built Public Bathing Beach, Child, Lawrence, and Lawrence, 

Architects. (See Figure 2.) 

''The two L-shaped buildings, which accomodate dressing rooms and a 

playground on one side and a snack bar, terrace, and maintenance yard on the 

other, open out toward the beach on each side of a patio and sculpture pool. 

For coolness and easy maintenance, the architects made their classic white 

colonnades of hard finished concrete and their vent-pierced walls of rich 

green concrete block.n2 

The architects have attempted to combine practicality and aesthetics 

and were rewarded with a pleasing structure that suggests fun and frolic in 

a playful environment. This example certainly suggests that leisurely sun

bathing and slowly sipping of refreshments are the order of the day. With 

this combination guests should be drawn and compelled to linger without any 
..,. __ ... __ ..,. __ .,..-..,.._ ... _ _____________ -"'!'1 __________ ... _____ .-. _____ ..,.. ________ .,. _____ ..,. __ - ____ _. ________ _ 

1. Architectural Forum, Aug. 1958, pp. 128-129. 

2. Ibid., p. 127. 
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bazaar whatsoever. 

Isle Dauphine Club, Howard Ellis and Arch Winter, Architects. (Fig. 3) 

"Getting around in club circles is no mere figure of speech at the. new 

club four miles off the Alabama coast in the Gulf of Mexico. For lot owners 

on the new resort island, the architects have tucked into the dunes a club 
~ 

house without a single straight line in sight. Members dine in semicircular 

appreciation of the broad Gulf view, climb a circular stair tower to a cir-

cular ballroom, or descend to a circular bar and beach-level terrace. Across 

circular patio walks, the club's circular pool is surrounded by a :circle of 

dressing rooms and flanked by a circular wading pool for younger children.nl 

Into this design the architects have incorporated the elements neces-

sa~ to keep the whole family entertained throughout the day. The architects 

have composed the proper facilities at the proper place, but this designer 

feels that the many circles might become tiresome after a few successive 

days of visiting the club. It. is felt that with the proper combination of 

squares and circles the club might not become such an eyesore to those who 

might not be members of the club. 

Indoor Municipal Swimming Pool, Brookline, Mass. 

The pool recirculation and filtration system operates in such a way that 

water may be continually withdrawn from the pool at the normal rate of 520 

gallons per minute by means of bottom outlets and scum gutter drains. After 

passing through the seven foot diameter pressure sand filters it is returned 

to the pools through inlet orifices spaced at intervals around the pool. 

1. Architectural Forum, Aug., 1958, pp. 128-129. 
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Circulation of the water is maintained by the recirculatiqn pump and the 

rate is controlled by the rate controller. Water for washing the sand fil

ters is taken from the pools through the bottom outlets and by means of the 

wash water pump is pumped upward through the filter and wasted to the sewer. 

The deck drainage is taken into the overflow gutter drain system and 

may be returned to the filters or wasted to the sewer. Another system of 

piping between the pools and the suction side of the pumps provides the 

vacuum necessary to operate a vacuum cleaner for cleaning the pool bottoms. 

Discharge from the vacuum cleaner may be returned to the filters or wasted 

to the sewer; whichever method is feasible. 

Chemicals and Chlorine are added to the recirculation system by means 

of the chemical-feed pumps and a solution feed chlorine machine. Water is 

admitted to the pools by means of the make-up tanks, which acts as the con

nection between the pool filtration system and the nrunicipal water system.rrl 

Since the mechanical equipment is such a tremendous factor in the good 

design of any swimndng pool, indoor or outdoor, this designer felt that at 

least one good example of an efficient system should be given. 

Comnruni ty Pool And Bathhouse for a Small City, Charles Burchard, 

Architect. (see Figure 4, p. 35) 

Madison Room, Skidmore, Owings, and Merrill, Architects. (Fig. 5) 

Here is an unusual arrangement for a restaurant. It is to be used to 

draw crowds thro;ugh shopping areas of a department store in the daytime and 

the general outside patronage in the evening. Located on the second floor 
_,..._..,. ____ ,_._.,.. ____ ... __ ...,. ______ ... ____ .,.. __ ...,. ____________ .,. ____ . __ .,. ________________________ .,_ ____ _ 

1. "Indoor Municipal Swi~ing Pool 11 , Recreation, May, 1958, pp. 159-166. 
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of a department store it has one entrance from the second floor shopping 

areas and one entrance from the street via a flight of stairs. It offers 

four basic services: luncheon, afternoon tea, pre-theatre suppers, and full 

dinners. The dining area decor is keyed to an out-of-door and sports way 

of living to avoid a "tea-roomn atmosphere. 

Even though the kitchen is highly functional compared to most, there 

are a few changes that could be made to improve its efficiency and capacity. 

Many ~dditional conveniences could have been added had the area been great 

enough and had it been justified by a greater capacity. A potatoe mixer 

would have been convenient just for that purpose alone, a silverware polish

er, an electronic cooker and browner (radar range), a roll warmer, and a 

conveyor for dirty dishes from the dining room would have saved walking time. 

It was felt also that the employees' lockers and rest rooms were just a 

little too convenient for the personnel. The potatoe peeler is in a bad 

location and the storage area and ·refrigerators should be on the same level. 

The "In" and "Out" doors from the dining room to the kitchen could have been 

closer together to avoid having to go around the fountain to return for for

gotten articles. The area between the ranges and counters seemed to be a 

little crowded. 

Kitchen Plan For Highway Restaurant, Arthur W. Dana, Restaurant Con

sultant. (Fig. 6.) 

Seaquarium, Florida, Craig Phillips, Curator-Designer. (Fig. 7) 

11This $2,300,000. salt-water fish viewing plant boasts two circular 

steel viewing tanks of the very latest type. Each tank is three stories 

high and had to be installed so that it floated free of the surrounding 
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buildings before the manufacturer would guarantee against leakage. To ac

complish this the huge steel shells - one 80 feet across by 240 feet in cir

cumference and the other 80 x 150 feet rest upon massive concrete foundations 

that are in turn supported by pilings driven .to bedrock. 'Paraplastic', a 

recently developed chewing gum like substance acts as a flexible cushion be

tween the tanks and the cement structures. 

The interiors of the tanks were sprayed with concrete, which varies 

from two to six inches in depth. The walls were then brushed with a special 

paint which has a chlorinated rubber base that is resistant to both bacteria 

that flourishes in the water and the acid from fish slime. 

Seaquarium design engineers guarded against salt-water corrosion and 

leakage by prohibiting use of steel, copper, zinc or other exposed metal 

surfaces. Instead, plastic pipe and glass fiber are used extensively through

out the big plant. 111 

Truly, this is a first-of-its-kind project and to attempt this large a 

project and use so many new methods and materials says a great deal for both 

the owners and engineers that developed it. 

Even though this structure is a much more extensive project than this 

designer propos~s, it is a prime example of what is to be considered. With

out taking into consideration the size and shape of the structure, it gives 

an idea of the technicalities involved in the erection of such a project. 

A Marine Museum, Los Angeles, California. 

1'This museum was established by the recreation department of the city 

of Los Angeles to capitalize on the natural curiosity of beach-goers in sea-

-----~--------~-------~------~--------------------~--~----------~-----------

1. ·11$2,000,000 Fish Bowll', Popular Mechanics, Jan., 1956, pp. 168-171. 
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coast life. Originally started in a small room on a municipal pier, the 

museum has now expanded until it occupies a special building at one of the 

city beaches. 

Not a single. specimen has been purchased, although the collection now 

contains more than thirteen thousand items, all donated by interested peo-

ple who have been given full credit as donors of specialities accepted for 

display. The types of exhibit include an extensive shell collection, a 

collection of crabs, marine turtles, starfish, aquatic birds, and fish; 

varieties of whales, marine fossils, and marine mammals, including porpoise 

and seals; an exhibition of shell craft implements collected from the Chan-

nel Islands, made and used by ancient people and a growing exhibit of ship 

models. Some of the most attractive exhibits are a giant 1,100-pound turtle, 

curious fish which came from great depths of the ocean, and Eskimo kayaks 

made from driftwood and otter hides. 

The attendance approximates 350,000 a year and includes hundreds of 

groups from schools, playgrounds, and community centers that come to see the 

exhibits and listen to lectures on the sea life exhibit, specimens of which 

may be found on nature hunting trips along the shore near by. 111 

The designer picked this example because it most nearly expresses his 

own desires for a similar museum. If the beachgoers are curious in Cali-

fornia, .then they will be curious in Galveston. Everyone believes that 

there is need for a certain amount of preservation of the species and cur!-

osities from any location whether it be from the sea or not. However, this 

1. G. D. Butler, Introduction to Community Recreation, (New York, 1949), 
p. 374 
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type of exposition not only attracts the beachgoer but the casual passerby 

and shopper as well. 

The Speed-Park Garag·e, New York City, Mihal Alimanestiano, Engineer. 

(Fig. 9, p. 41). 

This parking garage will incorporate the newest mechanical system. This 

highly automatic system with a 230 car capacity, requires only one attendant. 

Motorist drives onto one of two parking stations on the ground floor, then 

walks to the attendant 1s desk; attendant removes a numbered key from a cen-

tral control panel, setting elevator in motion. The elevator moves into 

position adjacent to the car where a fork-lift conveyor is extended from the 

elevator and under the car 1 s wheels, picks up car, moves it laterally into 

the conveyor elevator, which carries it to the locker space. On departure, 
-

the driver gives his key to the attendant, who brings the car down to ground 

level by inserting the key into the control panel. This system is especial-

ly adaptable to long, narrow lots, because cars are lifted sideways into 

lockers. But the cost is relatively high; around $3,000 per car space. 1 

This is a system that is becoming very popular on downtown lots. Since 

it requires only one attendant per entrance-exit it would be a labor-saving 

system, but as has been mentioned before, one that is most likely to bog 

down during the rush peak. However, within the next few years as this sys-

tem is used more and more there is little doubt that the mechanics will be 

perfected to such a degree that frequent malefunctions would be alleviated. 

Since this is also a space-saving system and one that best suits the 

---------------------------~--------------------------------------~--~---------

1. rreommercial Parking Garages 11 , Architectural Record, Sept., 1958, pp. 181-188. 
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conditions of this problem. Regardless of patents and competition in the 

sale of the different types of mechanical systems, this designer feels it 

is feasible to incorporate into the pidgeon-hole type of auto spacing, this 

type of automatic mechanism." 

The Bruno Funaro Pavilion, Camp Columbia, New York, New York. (Fig. 8) 

The main feature of the pavilion is what is known as a Viera roof named 

after Engineer Viera of Uruguay. 

"The Camp Columbia structure consists of an outer ring, forty-eight feet 

in diameter, supported by twelve columns thirteen feet high, and of an inner 

ring four feet in diameter, located three feet, nine inches below the outer 

ring and connected to it by thirty-six round steel cables three-eighths in 

diameter. Each column consists of two nominal two inch by ten inch Douglas 

Fir timbers separated by thin wood spacers. The timbers are bolted into a 

steel plate ·embedded in a concrete foundation, and carry near the top steel 

angle brackets, cantilevered radially inward and supporting the main ring.n1 

1. Columbia Engineering Quarterly, Jan., 1958, p. 6. 



CHAPTER III 

PROPOSED PLEASURE PIER 

Statement of the Problem 

A philanthropist wishes to erect in Galveston, Texas, suitable recrea-

tional facilities for the beachgoing public. It is desired· by the owner to 

provide a recreational center that would cater to the tastes of the majority 

of the public. The facilities would range from quiet indoor table games, 

lounging, and dining, to the most active of beach games such as swimming, 

tennis, and volley-ball. The facilities would range as follows: 

1. Restaurant 
2. Lounges 
3. Aquarium 
4. Aquarena 
5. Swimming pool (outdoor) 
6. Lockers (beach and pool) 
7. Showers (beach and pool) 
8. Gift, drugs, and souveniers shop 
9. Beach and sports equipment rentals 

10. Game area (deck sports) 
11. Sea exhibition area 
12. Indoor sports (billiards, table tennis, and cards) 
13. Coffee shop 
14. Outdoor picnic area 
15. Lifeguard headquarters 
16. Bar 
17. Private dining room 
18. Dressing rooms for beach and pool 
19. Observation deck· (sun deck, viewing parades) 
20. Offices -

equipment check out 
restaurant 
manager 
staff 

21. Parking garage 
22. Mechanical and storage space and rest rooms 

Purpose 

The only structures built on Galveston Beach during the last ten years 
have been restaurant and hotel-motel accommodations. The recreational faci-

lities that exist have gradually deteriorated into unsightly and disorderly 

-22-
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heaps that yield no attraction whatsoever. Owing to the multitudenous popu-

lation of the Houston, Galveston area it seems desirable to provide more and 

more facilities along the beach front. Since this is the only beach that 

affords any kind of recreational facility be~ween Beaumont and Corpus Christi, 

Texas, it follows that this should be the location of the most adequate and 

extensive facilities on the Coast. 

It is the wish of the owner to establish within the accommodations, the 

atmosphere and facilities that would allow a person to "invest his or her 

life with the qualities that transform it into the delightful and adventurous 
1 

experience it ought to b~' 

Location, Climatic Conditions, Description of Site 

Galvestsn is a subtropical island lying approximately fifty miles south-

east of Houston, Texas, in the Gulf of Mexico. The island lies approximately 

at 94°50 1 Longitude, and 29°30 1 Latitude. The city has an area of 11.1 

square miles and has a population of approximately 80,000. 

The climate is warm with the temperature in any one year ranging from 

29 to 94 degrees. The average low for the last 49 years has been 53.6 de

grees with the average high of 83.4 degrees. Precipitation ranges from 24 

2 to 30 inches annually. 

The site is located on the city blocks parallel to Seawall Boulevard 

between 13th and 15th streets. The site is 15 feet above sea level at mean 
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Solution 

Primary Considerations: The design of any structure and, in fact, the 

very existance of any structure depends largely upon the climatic conditions 

that prevail in that region. Because of this fact, the designer wishes to 

state the conditions which prevail and the measures taken to withstand these 

. elements. 

a. Structural system 

Sea, wind, air, and sunshine affect the structure of a building as much 

as it does th~ air conditioning. However, with the framework very little can 

be done to rectify unsatisfactory construction after the building has been 

completed. 

In the situation that exists at Galveston these elements have to be con

sidered as much as any other beach in the world. In an attempt to prevent 

corrosion, the designer felt that both a steel or composite structural system 

would be unfavorable under these conditions. The structure is to be rein

forced concrete slab and columns heavy enough and thick enough to resist 

erosion and displacement by the ever~pounding waves. Columns are to be set 

on concrete pilings which are driven to bedrock. The footings of the sun 

deck along the s~awall also are to be placed on concrete pilings driven to 

bedrock. The nosing of the concrete slab should be massive enough to with

stand the eroding effect of the surf at high tide or storms. 

As for the remainder of the construction, as little steel as possible 

is used throughout the project. For flexibility, wood stud partitions are 

to be used with whatever covering that happens to be appropriate for that 

space. Glass, bamboo, wood, and various plastic screens are to be used, all 

portable. Windows will be set in aluminum frames. 
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In the case of the combination concession, bar, locker, shower, rental, 

and beach patrol structure, it can be opened completely to allow the water 

to pass through during a storm. This is done by constructing the outside 

walls and interior partitions of four by eight foot panels so that they may 

be folded up to the ceiling and connected during an alert. The panels can 

then be let down and latched into place after the water has receded. The 

plumbing fixtures are to be a type that will resist the corrosive and erosive 

action of the swiftly moving salt water. 

The structures north of Seawall Boulevard are also to be constructed of 

reinforced concrete slab and column except for the light aluminum roof arches 

and suspension cables used in the inverted dome of the aquarena. This dome 

is to be built largely on the pattern set by Engineer Viera except that the 

columns are to be reinforced concrete and the outer and inner rings are to 

be made of wood. The exterior wall is made up entirely of plastic panels 

connected to steel studs. The galle~ seating is to be a self-supporting 

concrete bowl supported at the inner circle by the fish tank. The columns 

beneath the structure are supporting the floor of the storage and mainte

nance space which in turn supports the concrete columns for the outer ring 

plus the outer wall. 

b. Ventilation 

Generally, ve~ little consideration is given to the exploitation of 

constant gulf breezes in the usual beach structure. It must be realized 

that certain facilities can use this type of ventilation sole1y while others 

such as the restaurant, lounge area, and aquarium must have adequate temper

ature and humidity control. 

The bathhouse for both pool and beach can easily get along with nothing 
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more than seabreeze ventilation. As a matter of fact, these two facilities 

are open to the outdoors. The beach house has panels that are penetrated 

near the top of the wall while the pool house is open under every aluminum 

roof arch to allow the breezes to pass through. The aquarena is open to 

the elements through a hole in the roof and the front entrance. 

c. Circulation 

In a project of this size where many different activities are featured, 

circulation by both public and personnel are of extreme importance. The 

relationship between parking, playing, eating, and sightseeing was one of 

the major problems of this design. 

It was felt that in order to attract the public from both sides of the 

street, certain attractions should be available. Then, to coordinate and 

tie the entire project together a bridge was built for pedestrians connect

ing the aquarium and aquarena to the restaurant - lounge area. Circular 

s·taircases were used to enhance their use. 

Being an outdoor or mainly sporting project, great stress was placed 

upon the use of open air corridors and galleries. At all times was the view 

taken into consideration and exploited. 

Final Arrangements: 

a. Beach Facilities 

The beach facilities include shower and locker installations for men 

and women combined with restrooms and beach equipment rentals. Located under 

the main street level slab that serves the restaurant, the one large struc

ture houses a concession stand, bar and headquarters for the beach patrol unit 

for that segment of the beach. The combination structure is designed to 

serve both sides of the sun deck and surf equally well. 
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The combined units are designed using the most advanced data regarding 

space and sanitation requirements despite the possibility of complete open

ness during storm conditions. Trash and garbage receptacles are placed on 

the seawall side of the sun deck with removable containers recessed six feet 

down through the slab. These containers are lifted by hoist truck, carried 

off to be emptied, and replaced by night. They are operated by lifting the 

small lid with the foot. 

The rental department will include the renting of any feasible beach 

sports equipment in existence that would not be motorized or take up more 

space than is available. Such items would include beach balls, rubber surf 

rafts, beach umbrellas, volley. balls and nets, folding chairs and tables, 

and beach towels. The checking department of the shower facilities includes 

the renting of bath towels and the sale of soap. 

Concessions would include any type of food that could be made available 

"to go" but with disposable containers. The bar would serve in non-break

able containers. 

Dressing rooms contain individual dressing and shower stalls with hot 

and cold water. All of the necessary plumbing fixtures are available. 

The checking department is accessible from both the outside and within 

the dressing rooms. A small number of private lockers are placed inside the 

two dressing rooms but within view of the checkroom. 

b. Restaurant Facilities 

The restaurant serves as one of the greatest attractions of the pro

ject. It serves as a lure, owing to the view and it is hoped that with the 

proper atmosphere and good food and service, the restaurant would have as 

many patrons yearly as any other facility. It offers services to the loung-
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ing patron and to those wishing to eat and run, but it is meant to be a far 

cry from the 11quick and dirty" found elsewhere. A coffee shop and bar are 

featured on opposite sides of the kitchen that could remain open later than 

the restaurant. The bar can also serve guests on the sun deck on the roof. 

The restaurant has a seating capacity of two hundred. and seventy five 

patrons and offers all of the latest conveniences including warming stations, 

conveyors for dirty dishes, serving carts, waiting setees for waiting patrons, 

high chairs, waiters and managers station, telephone, linen closet, and foun

tain. Customers will pay when served due to the many exits. 

It is hoped that the proper atmosphere can be established not only to 

prove that beauty and quiet also make money, but to provide a place for those 

seeking a lovely place for relaxation with good food and stimulating conver

sation. 

c. Indoor Recreation Facilities 

In establishing the game rooms in this project the objective was to 

bring such types of recreation out into the open away from the basement or 

hole in the wall found elsewhere. It is a known fact that when people tire 

of one type of recreation, they immediately seek something of the opposite 

variety such as from the active to the inactive, from the outdoor to the in

door. This facility can not only provide a larger variety for those wishing 

to try different forms of recreation in one day, but can occupy the parent 

while the children swim or play. Games such as cards, dominoes, checkers, 

shuffleboard, and billiards would be provided. 

d. Swimming Pool 

Built into the fresh water swimming accomodations are all of the neces

sary features to make it a complete, practical, and safe establishment. The 
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necessities include rest rooms and dressing rooms for both sexes, check room, 

concessions, office and lifeguard station placed near the pool. An unusual 

attraction is the galle~ exte~ded from the bridge spanning Seawall Boulevard. 

The pool features a diving section and also a spray pool for the small chil-

dren. The pool area is extensive in that it provides a sunbathing beach sur-

rounded by huge palms and other tropical plants. Emergency and service en~ 

trance is provided through the parking garage driveway. . The inland beach, 

as it is called, is bordered on the north and southeast by an eight foot red-

wood fence. Mechanical space for the pool is combined with that of the 

aquarium to provide for more convenient servicing. 

e. Aquarium 

The aquarium building provided is not an extensive project in itself. 

The specimens on display would range only from the smallest creatures of the 

sea to the smallest of game fish. The largest fish featured in the entire 

project will be the dolphins in the aquarena. The main attraction of the 

aquarium will . be the sunken pool in the floor featuring the brightest of 

tropical fish. All aquariums within the building will be lighted from within. 

f. Parking 

The problem of using valuable real estate for parking might be contra-

versial; however, since the parking garage was the answer to the space pro-

blem, it was decided that the orientation should be such that it would allow 

more space for the fresh water pool and inland beach. Also, it was decided 

that the entrance to the garage would be convenient to·the other buildings. 

The present orientation also provides an exit on a minor street. 

g. Service 

In this complex project there could be no centralized service area. 
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The different facilities are so far removed from each other that each has 

its own servicing entrance or procedure; however, the mechanical systems 

for the aquarium, aquarena, and pool are housed in the aquarium building, 

and are conveniently serviced together. The concession for the pool is 

served through the parking garage entrance drive while the · beach concessions 

must be reached from the beach or down the spiral staircase which is not 

feasible each time. 

Access to t~e restaurant, bar, and coffee shop are by far the most 

removed. Servicing those facilities would not be inconvenient if it were 

carried out at night or early morning while the area is closed, or while it 

is too cool for swimming. The roof deck concession is serviced from the 

restaurant and bar elevator. 

h. Control 

Supervision of each facility is generally carried out by the individual 

managers or caretakers, each having their own office. However, there is a 

general manager that is responsible for the whole project with an office 

centrally located near the gift shop. His duties are to unify the project, 

control wise, and insure cooperation between facilities. There would also 

be representatives of the establishment that would provide information to 

the guests and in the case of the indoor sports rooms, be in charge of rent

ing the various equipment. In each case concerning the offices, clear access 

must be offered to insure a contented patronage. 

i. Utilities 

One of the greatest problems involving the erection of a pier is how to 

provide an adequate utilities system without exposing it to view. In the pier, 

such services would run through the slab and beneath the slab in concealed 
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ducts. 

Utilities for the beach locker and shower rooms will be connected to 

the gift shop-museum mechanical room through a pipe chase. Disposals are 

made through a sewage ejector system. 

Utilities for the other areas are simply and adequately provided above 

ground within the buildings. 



CHAPTER IV 

CONCLUSION 

During the planning stages it was hoped that simplicity of plan might 

be a virtue of this design. The many attractions and their locations might 

have become confusing had they been included in one single building. Instead, 

strength of architectural elements was used to identify the various areas and 

their functions. 

While there are some considerable distances in which to walk between cer

tain elements, it is believed that a certain amount of walking is expected in 

an establishment of this sort. The spacing of the buildings also offers a 

feeling of openness and proper ventilation as well as a greater view. 

It goes without saying that this type o£ .establishment is greatly needed 

in the Galveston area. ·Not only because of the population center of nearby 

Houston but also to :boost the dwaning reputation of Galveston as a tourist 

center. Regardless o£ its size, regardless of its inclusions, recreation 

centers of this sort are needed at most seaports. The potential recreation 

provided by the se~ _ is vast and barely tapped, for only to mention the sea

shore means health and sunshine, fun, frolic, and exercise. These are the 

valuable gifts of recreation. 

··:...32-
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Public Bathhouse for Santa Monica Beach State Park Figure 1 

Isle Dauphine Club Figure 3 



Having To Do With Swimming: 

Community Pool And 
· Bath House For 

A.Small City 
Municipal Pool, St. Bernard, Ohio 

Charles Burchard, Architect 
A.M. Kinney, Consulting Engineers 

Dawson-Evans Construction Co., 
General Contractors 

35 

Set in an existing public park which is centrally lo
cated and reached either by public or private trans
portation, this gaily colored bath house and pool add 
a festive note to their Ohio community. The venture 
-a paying proposition-has become a center of sum
mer activities, possessing the good architectural 
grace to seem at home in its park. 

The flowing movement of the curved, aluminum 
arched roof contrasts effectively with the lengthy en
closing wall planes below. The result is a pleasing 
expression suitable to function. The corrugated 
arches are natural aluminum; the supporting steel Is 
painted light blue and the block walls a soft orange; 
the pool walls and floor are a deeper blue ; the paving 
is of natural concrete squares. 



The main pool is T -shaped to separate swimmers 
rfrom divers, providing greater pleasure for both. 
There is a separate wading pool for small children, 
tfenced-in to prevent them from wandering into the 
deeper water. An extensive "beach" area is provided 
for sun-bathing and relaxation. 

The bath house is devoted to checking, dressing 
rooms, toilets, showers; as well as a soft drink and 
luncheon concession, which can also be entered from 
outside the pool and serve non-swimmers using other 
recreational facilities nearby. 

The installation provides a complete system of 
water supply, diatomaceous filtration. recirculation, 
and drainage, as well as a vacuum-cleaning appara
tus for cleansing the pool. 

_,_____ 

--
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KITCHEN PLAN, MADISON ROOM, WISCONSIN 

Figure 5 

1. Women's Rest Room, 
Emp. Lockers 

2. Peeler 
3. Vegetable Sink 

7 4. Elev. to Basement 
5 Stor. & Refrig. 

5. Glass Washer 
1 6. Slop Sink 

7. Dish Washer 
8. Salvajor 
9. Gas Fired Kettle 

10. Vegetable Steamer 
11. Bain Marie 

11 
12. Steam Table 
13. Range, Oven, & Fryer 

I 14. Fountain Service 
12 115. Cook's Table 

! 16. Sink 
o ·o j l7. Meat Block 

I 18. Coffee 
1 19 • Toaster 

13 15- 20j Sandwich GrUl 
21. Salads 

@ 
22. Men 1s Rest Room, 

Emp. Lockers 
__ 2.3:&:: Scullery Sink 

24. Ice Bin Sink 

'II 25. Ice 
26. Pantry Refrig. 

... . : 27. Ice Cream 
28. ,Baking 

0@ 1 21 I @ 29. Baker's Table 
30. Mixer 

23 
26 

2 

28 



. ~ltehea Plan fer · 

Highway Restaaraat 

Arthur W. Dana, Re•taurant Comultant 

LEGEND 

l . RtctiYino table with counter scale 
2. Platform scale 
3 . Stttl sheiYint with cattinet doors as 

nttded . 
4. lbistd platform pipe for bulky stares 
S. let Maker 
'· lttfrlteralOf C011111ressors in double-deck 

tim 
7. Utility tallle fOf 111eat chopper 
B. Utility table for 111eat cuttint 
9. Electric IWtat & fish saw 

11. Mut cutting block 
11. Utility table for 111ut cuttint 
12. A 2-coMpartll'ltnt sink with single drain 

lloard 
ll. Utility tallle fM meat cuttint 
14. Molt and llrush cabintt 
15. Molt sink 
16. Shehint ( 11i11e) for titan pots and pans 
17. Pet washint sink with drain boards 
11. Shthint ( lliltt) for soilttl pots and ~tans 

19. A ko•lll'l•tnt Yttetable and salad sink 
with one drain board 

20. Electric "tate 11dler with chute ower 
si11k co•,art•tnt 

21. ltailttl platfor• (pipe) for sloratt of 
~~ttatMs ill baes or bushtl and smice 
storaet for •ttetables awaitint clunint 

22. hrtablt d0111h diYider 
2S. Portable 1115lry •ixint bowl 
24. Pastry work table with Ytrtical risers on 

tllru sWts, taol ' drawers and Ollttl under· 
str1tcture for portaltlt contailltrs; shelf ..... 

25. Preo1111 cabilltt with electric tftllorator 
26. '-tMit •try rack 
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~~UIT AND 
V!;.O!;.TABL' 
WALic::-~N ~"1=. 

Figure 6 

M"AT CUTTINO 
AND STO'lAOE Alli:AS 

77. St.raet ~illet witll slillillt doors 
21 . ._.It dock llakillt onn 

35. Open tall ra111e with ..,.. lltlow and 
d.d . shelf ab .. t 

44. Utility table, JISS·lhru ~indow and si11k ...... 
••• ktr"i ,,,,.,. .. "· Yttetablt stu•tr with S co•.-rt•tnts 45. ltuch·in rtfrieerator with doors on tw. . .... 
JO. Cool's tabla; •• to llatt si11k and 

......... • rack; slltlf IMH a11d 
slattt11 lltthes btlow; tool drawers 

37. Yttetablt 11111 saiiMI work table with •til· 
ity sillk ~- Utility table 

ll. O.blt deck roaslint owen 
38. Yttttablt ud saiiMI table with food c•· 

lttr and Fr111ch·fry Clttttr 
47. Dts1trt and saiiMI slf'Yice counter with 

shthts below 
39. 60-30 111t. electric •ixer SZ. 11111111 to,~ ( sktiet011 without owen, but 

with back ,anti and d.d. u11per shelf) 40. Food and dish..., • .,. with sltelf doors 
48. let era• callintt with Slf'Yict slltff 

abtm 
on both 1o11t sidts 

41. Huwy duty ps broiler 
49. Cnnter · heilllt 'rtfrittrat.r with work toJ 

ud four rlfril ... tlr lllrawlf'S 
JJ. Tlbrtt stu•·jackeltd kettles, .30-tal., 15· 

pl. and 10-tal. capacities set in ricwtcl 
lt'OIIth 42. Twin 111 dttll·fat fryer with shelf all .. t 50. Electric llet filii blllt witll lix lnttr· 

cllutalllt ,..... lnets, strYict shelf 
IIIOYI, Clltth!i ...nl . 

lot. DYtrhud ttntilatint hood with grease 
lllttrS 

43 . S~truder Jlatt and shtl•es below 111111 
allan 

HAviNG selected menu patterns and analyzed kitchen 
equipment requirements in terms of quantities of food 
(sec AacHITECTUML REcom, July, 1945, p. 72) the 
kitchen planner is ready to work out the most efficient 
system and layout. Here the receiving, . storage and meat
cutting areas are separate from the kitchen itself (that's 
why the first I 0 items of the legend are missing from 
the plan), for better control of costly merchandise, also 
here to serve the barbecue kitchen. 

Vegetable preparation (Items 16-21) is simplified by 
havinJ storage racks adjacent to the sink, and pot and 

pan storage near the pot-cleaning sink. High pressure 
vegetable cooking is facilitated by providing an open top 
range (35) and a utility sink (37) for cooling the coaken. 
Double-deck roasting ovens ( 31) separate from range 
tops ( 32) give good accessibility and con~t heights. 
Work space di~y opposite is very importaDt (30). The 
visual service kitchen includes: food and 6h warming 
cabinets, gas broilers, deep fat fryen, opea-top ranae for 
sauteing and frying, utility table an6 ·aiak, and refriger· 
ator. On the front counter are refriaeraeor .. wen, electric 
hot food table,· salad counter and ice Cft!llla callinea. 
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Seaquorium sprawls across a 55-acre tra~t on Virgin ia Key, reached by Rickenback c r Causeway from Miami 

Seaquarium, Florida Figure 7 
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The Bruno Funaro Pavilion Figure 8 
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MOST POPULAR GARAGES, of the mechani
cal type, are those developed by Pigeon Hole 
Parking, of Spokane (sketch left, and photo 
oppoaite page), with 64 units in operation, 
and Bowser Engineering of Des Moines, with 
23 units. The principal differences between the 
two systems: Pigeon Hole supports its hydrau
lic .elevator on the ground; Bowser's electric 
elevator is suspended from the roof. The 
elevators in both systems move both horizon
tally and vertically; thus, as the sketch in
dicates, an incoming car can be carried to any 
available stall within the elevator's reach. 
Another difference: Pigeon Hole moves a car 
from the elevator to the stall via a dolly, 

Speed Park Garage Figure 9 

which is operated from a control mechanllftl 
on the elevator; In the Bowser eyatem, tile 
car is driven in and out of lt1 etall by aw 
attendant. 

Pigeon Hole's latest lnetallatlon, a 14-atory 
garage in Columbus, Ohio, on a lot meaaurlng 
62 feet by 67 feet, has a capacity of 102 cars. 
Bowser's latest is an 11-story atructure In 
Boston, on a lot measuring 184 feet by 114 feet, 
and has a capacity of 630 cara. 

Pigeon Hole estimates the cost of one of 
its structures at $1,300 to $1,800 per stall, ex- , 
eluding cost of land; Bowaer aaye Ita coet tPer 
stall is $1,600 to $2,500, depending on dealgn,: 
excluding land coat. 
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